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1. Objective
The objective of the Responsible Investment Policy is to provide a detailed description of the activities
carried out towards the appropriate integration of Sustainability criteria into the management of the
Funds for which Niche Asset Management (hereafter “NAM”) performs the function of delegated
Investment Manager.
In the scope, we are considering funds under Article 8 and 9 of the Regulation (EU)2019/2088 – Under
article 8 of Regulation (EU)2019/2088 we find financial products that promote environmental and
social characteristics, though they do not have sustainability investment as their objective. Under
Article 9 of Regulation (EU)2019/2088, we find financial products that promote a sustainable
investment objective.

2. Regulatory Framework
The Policy has been drawn up pursuant to the European Union’s Sustainable Finance Disclosure
Regulation (SFDR - (EU)2019/2088), which imposes transparency and sustainability related disclosure
requirements to Financial Markets Participants (FMP).
The Funds delegated to NAM are required to disclose the process through which sustainability risks,
within the meaning of SFDR, are integrated into the investment decision and the results of the
assessment of the likely impacts of sustainability risks on the returns of the Sub-Funds.

3. Definitions
For the purpose of the Policy, and aligned with the Regulation, the following definitions apply:
- “Sustainable Investment” means an investment in an economic activity that contributes to an
environmental objective, as measured, for example, by key resource efficiency indicators on the
use of energy, renewable energy, raw materials, water and land, on the production of waste, and
greenhouse gas emissions, or on its impact on biodiversity and the circular economy, or an
investment in an economic activity that contributes to a social objective, in particular an
investment that contributes to tackling inequality or that fosters social cohesion, social
integration and labour relations, or an investment in human capital or economically or socially
disadvantaged communities. This provided such that investments do not significantly harm any
of those objectives and that the investee companies follow good governance practices;
- “Sustainability Factors” mean Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG), hereafter also
referred to as “ESG” or “ESG Factors”;
- “ESG Investing” refers to the integration of Sustainability Factors into the investment decisionmaking process. Typically, market participants will consider the risk and rewards of a broad range
of ESG criteria on which companies are measured.
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4. Responsible Investment Policy summary
Niche Asset Management (NAM) have signed up to the United Nations Principles for Responsible
Investments (PRI), therefore NAM incorporates the PRI guidelines in its investment policy.
NAM’s investment policy commits to the followings:
1. Incorporating environmental, social and governance aspects into its investment analysis and
decision-making processes.
2. Operating as an active shareholder, integrating ESG issues into shareholder policies and
practices.
3. The companies invested in are requested to proceed to appropriate disclosure of news
pertaining to environmental, social and governance factors and if they are small entities the
company will open a dialogue and will apply the necessary pressure in order to prepare to
work in this direction;
4. Promotion, embracement and implementation of the Principles in the community of
investors;
5. Collaborating with sector operators and bodies to improve efficiency in implementing the
Principles.
6. Disclosure to the public of reports on the AM company’s activities and on the progress made
in applying the Principles.
7. NAM does have a due diligence process based on both external providers and/or internal
analysis, in order to assess the principal adverse impacts of investment on “sustainability
factors”.
8. NAM does have a due diligence process based on internal proprietary unique
qualitative/quantitative analysis, in order to assess the companies’ impact on the 17
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) set by the UN.
9. For all the products managed by NAM that bear ESG / SDG characteristics or objectives the
company will disclose on its website:
-

A description of the relevant ESG / SDG characteristics and/or ESG / SDG objective of the
product;

-

The methodologies used to assess, measure and monitor the ESG / SDG characteristics of
the product and/or impact of the product on the ESG objective;

-

How the ESG / SDG characteristics are met;

-

Where an index is designated as a reference benchmark for ESG characteristics: whether
and how the index is consistent with those characteristics, and where the methodology
for the index can be found;

10. NAM does have a due diligence process based on both external providers and/or internal
analysis, in order to assess the compliance of its exclusionary screening policy (see below).
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4.1 Exclusion Policy
NAM do not invest in companies that are involved in the following business area:
• Companies involved in the production, sale, or storage of uranium weapons.
• Companies involved in the production or sale of anti-personnel mines and cluster bombs.
• Companies that have their revenue from weapons exceed 10%.
• Companies that have their revenue from tobacco exceed 10%.
• Companies that have their revenue from thermal coal exceed 10%.
• Companies that have their revenue from oil upstream exceed 10%.
If the business activity of an issuer in which the Sub-Fund is invested in, becomes ineligible for the
ICAV exclusion policy, the investment managers will sell it within a reasonable timeframe.
The exclusion policy also includes the legally required exclusions (e.g. those required by
domestic/international law, bans, treaties or embargoes).
NAM can apply further and more targeted exclusion policies for specific products.
If an issuer business activity in which NAM is invested becomes significantly involved in the above,
NAM will sell it within a reasonable timeframe.

5. ESG analysis
5.1 ESG Issues
ESG issues are the set of topics that, though, are difficult to measure in monetary terms, have emerged
as decisively when evaluating risks and rewards of investments. There is no exhaustive list of such
issues however, the following examples can be considered:
Environmental Issues
Climate Change
Air and Water Pollution
Biodiversity
Deforestation
Waste Management
Social Issues
Human Rights
Data Protection and Privacy
Gender and Diversity
Labor Standards
Community Relations
Governance Issues
Board Composition
Bribery and Corruption
Executive Compensation
Political Contributions
Whistleblowing schemes
Source: CFA Institute
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5.2 ESG tools
NAM’s ESG analysis is based on the analysis of extra-financial data provider (Thomson Reuters) and
on proprietary analysis tools. Only the proprietary analysis is being used in case of lack of coverage
from the external ESG provider.

5.2.1 Thomson Reuters Refinitiv ESG Analysis
Refinitiv has developed one of the most comprehensive ESG databases, covering over 70% of the
global market cap (9,000 companies globally), across more than 450 different ESG metrics.
Refinitiv’s ESG scoring methodology has a number of key calculation principles set out below:
1. ESG magnitude (materiality) weightings – as the importance of ESG factors differs across industries,
mapping each metric’s materiality for each industry on a scale of 1 to 10.
2. Transparency stimulation – with applied weighting, not reporting “immaterial” data points doesn’t
greatly affect a company’s score, whereas not reporting on “highly material” data points will
negatively affect a company’s score.
3. ESG controversies overlay – the scoring methodology aims to address the market cap bias from
which large companies suffer by introducing severity weights, which ensure controversy scores are
adjusted based on a company’s size.
4. Industry and country benchmarks at the data point scoring level – to facilitate comparable analysis
within peer groups.
5. Percentile rank scoring methodology – to eliminate hidden layers of calculations. This methodology
enables Refinitiv to produce a score between 0-100, as well as easy-to-understand letter grades.
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5.2.2 NAM ESG Internal Analysis
NAM ESG score calculation methodology
The overall grade is calculated out of 100.
The overall score is also converted into ratings from 'AA' to 'CCC', to provide investor with a more
direct indicator, close to the typical taxonomy used by the credit agencies.

Macro categories
The three macro ESG challenges (Environment, Social, Governance) are divided into three subcategories that enclose specific elements, data, and fields to make the analysis more linear.
As already indicated, Environmental and Social are equally weighted (40%), twice as much as
Governance (20%).
The overall judgement is out of 100 to allow straightforwardness for understanding and analysing the
results.

Sub-categories:
Each one of the three sub-category presents a variable number of items, which will vary from one
company to another and between sectors. This allows a better perceptiveness, taking into
consideration the firm’s reference sector.

Items
Both qualitative & quantitative analysis are placed at the centre of the process.
The qualitative/binary items are managed through Boolean questions (for example: Does the company
use environmental criteria in the selection process of its suppliers or sourcing partners?). The answers
to those questions are converted to numerical data (Yes=100; “No”/”Not Disclosed” = 0).
The binary/qualitative items are mostly referred to policies, rules, norms and data with whom obtain
an unbiased measurement of the efficacy of the same policies, rules and norms. Most of these
qualitative items are inspired by external providers such as Thomson Reuters, but several proprietary
ratios have been internally built, with the ambition to introduce a more effective tool on a single
company or sector basis. For example, with regard to the quantitative data, the greenhouse gas
emissions (GHG), that highlight the firm’s carbon footprint, are analysed under the traditional Scope
1 and Scope 2 parameters. The same quantitative data, however, can be used as a base to generate
much more industry specific information. For instance, within the telecom sector, the relationship
between Scope 1-2 emissions and traffic data (terabytes) can provide useful information, as well as
Scope 1-2 emissions and the number of customers. Within a high energy consumption industry such
as the steel sector, Scope 1-2 emissions can also be compared to the total material processed.

Weight allocation
Here below the weight allocation by macro and sub-category are presented. It can be seen that each
of the three sub-categories presents has the same weight, hence 1/3 of each one (13% for every
Environmental and Social sub-categories and 7% for each Governance sub-categories). To be able to
assign an understandable score for each sub-category, the mark is out of 100.
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NAM – Overall score rating example
Weight

NAM Score

40%

59%

Resource Use

13%

73%

Emissions

13%

55%

Env. Innovation

13%

50%

40%

78%

Workforce

13%

81%

Human & Community

13%

86%

Product

13%

67%

20%

73%

Board

7%

54%

Shareholders

7%

78%

CSR

7%

88%

Environmental

Social

Governance

Source: Niche AM

No differentiation in the weighting and calculation of qualitative/quantitative data items has been
applied.
Since some specific indicators might be more valuable and important, depending on the
sector/geographic region, this can lead to higher single element weighing at the discretion of NAM’s
ESG team. (Please refer to Annex 1, presenting ‘2x’ weighted elements).

Overall judgement bonuses:
Two bonuses have been added to overcome some important elements that investors need to
contemplate:
-

-

Region: understanding of a company’s business model within the context of its operating
environment represents an essential element of ESG analysis. This is even more true in the case
of Emerging Markets (EM), characterized by weaker standards compared to developed
countries, and also by lower transparency.
Fortunately, policies and habits within EM are quickly improving, since urbanization, pollution,
and climate change are just some of the elements which are increasing the pressure on
policymakers to commit to addressing environmental and social issues. Stock exchanges are
encouraging clearer reporting and disclosures.
Despite global standards are converging, the current gap is still substantial, and this would
penalise the companies located in EM. For this reason, NAM applies a 5% bonus on the overall
ESG rating if the company is located* in those regions.
Trend: another element for NAM that leads to a reward or penalty is the trend analysis in the
last few years. If the situation is constantly improving, then the company gets a 5% bonus. On
the other hand, if the company scores have been deteriorating over the last few year, the
company gets a malus of 5% (-5% on the overall ESG grade, including the eventual EM region
bonus).

* the focus regards the business geographical breadth of the firm; a listing on the emerging market doesn’t necessarily repre sent a prerequisite to obtain the
bonus
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Controversies
NAM ESG analysis pays special attention to the controversies in which the company has been involved.
The focus is totally qualitative. Here below some example of the points subject to particularly scrutiny
are presented:
-

Are the controversies related to “past” issues and to the old management team?
Are the controversies based on tangible elements?
What was the company reaction to the controversy?
Does the controversy regards only the firm or its entire industry or geography?

Differently from some ESG providers, NAM doesn’t take into consideration the quantitative data
related to all media materials published on a single controversy, since this approach would penalize
the big cap universe, whose media coverage is structurally larger.
NAM’s proprietary analysis includes a malus of 5% if the controversy impact is found to be concrete
and some new developments related to the controversy may still be seen in the following years.

5.3 ESG Integration
NAM integrates Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) factors into fundamental investment
analysis and decision making.
NAM recognizes that various sustainability risks can threaten the investments at individual asset level
and portfolio level. These sustainability risks may include climate change transition and physical risks,
natural resources depletion, waste intensity, labour retention, turnover and unrest, supply chain
disruption, corruption and fraud, and reputational concerns associated with human rights violations.
NAM incorporates the materially relevant sustainability risks into due diligence and research,
valuation, asset selection, portfolio construction, and ongoing investment monitoring alongside with
other material risk factors.
Additionally, NAM conducts top-down sustainability investment risk analysis of all portfolios. This
includes exposure to sustainability risks, controversial business exposures, compliance with UN Global
Compact.
NAM also recognizes that the universe of relevant sustainability risks will grow and evolve over time.
The materiality of such risks and financial impacts on an individual asset and on a portfolio as a whole
depends on industry, country, asset class, and investment style.
The assessment of sustainability risk does not mean that NAM aims to invest in assets that are more
sustainable than peers or even avoid investing in assets that may have public concerns about their
sustainability. Such integrated assessment shall consider all other parameters used by NAM and it can
for instance be deemed that even a recent event or condition may have been overreacted in its market
value. Similarly, a holding in an asset subject to such material negative impact does not mean that the
asset would need to be liquidated.
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NAM’s ESG analysis is based on internal analysis that uses extra-financial data provider (Thomson
Reuters) and proprietary analysis tools. Only the proprietary analysis is being used in case of lack of
coverage from the external ESG provider.
If a Sub-Fund is focused on companies with a small capitalization, it is very likely that the sustainability
analysis cannot be fulfilled satisfactorily, as those companies very often are not able to publish a
Responsible Investing Report and/or lack of sufficient sustainability information. As such NAM will
positively and effectively engage with the investee companies, with the aim to embed and
progressively institutionalize a healthy sustainability culture in their operating and development
processes. Engagement represents the most powerful tool to expand sustainability among small
companies. The Investment Manager will diligently record its engagement efforts and assess the
results and impacts achieved by this activity.
NAM’s own investment process is based according to PRI best practise:
- Integration of the financial and ESG information;
- Identifying material financial and ESG factors, based on companies and sectors specific
characteristics;
- Assessing the potential impact of material financial factors and ESG factors;
- Making investment decisions that include considerations of all material factors, including ESG
factors.
The UN Global Compact, the OECD’s guiding principles on corporate governance and the International
Labour Organization (ILO) are duly taken into account.

6. SDGs
In addition to integrate the ESG factors in its fundamental analysis, NAM also integrates an impact
assessment based on the SDGs (Sustainable Development Goals as set by UN - THE 17 GOALS |
Sustainable Development (un.org)).
Sustainable Development Goals

Source: https://sdgs.un.org/goals

An internal SDG analysis is applied to the stocks under analysis, and this will affect their internal
scoring and their investment eligibility.
The contribute to the achievement of the SDGs, as defined by the United Nations, is implemented
through an internal review of the company practices and its business, based on a qualitative and
quantitative proprietary analysis (see appendix).
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6.1 SDGs analysis method
1) The objective of the analysis is to define whether or not a company contributes to the SDGs
achievement
2) Differently from the mainstream approach, NAM doesn’t take the part of the revenues that could
be directly related to SDGs solely into consideration, as a company could actually act against the
principles of SDGs despite its revenue being 100% SDGs related (and vice versa).
3) NAM divides the analysis in two phases.
4) The first phase is made up of a qualitative part and a quantitative part.
5) Through the qualitative approach the analyst assesses the impact of the company to the
achievement of SDGs.
6) The tools used are the internet site of the company, its reporting, third party analysis, newsflow
and all that can help in the analysis of its activity, including engagement with the firm. In particular
the analysis presents internal and external SDGs initiatives promoted by the company. A score is
allocated based on the initiatives present, in addition to a judgement upon the company’s business
repercussion.
7) In the quantitative part of the first phase of the analysis, the analyst partially uses the ESG analysis
made by our ESG provider. This is the part directly related to the SDGs that will then be carved out.
NAM evaluates the company answers based on an internal scoring system.
8) In the final part of the first phase NAM puts together the score of the qualitative analysis with the
qualitative analysis. NAM also adds the indication of the direction of the process. The analyst
stresses if the company SDGs impact and attitude is growing.
9) In the second phase the analyst analyses the segment break-down of the company revenues,
defining the % of such a revenue that is directly related to SDGs.
10) Finally, the analyst puts together the data in a matrix to assess whether or not the company can
be considered having an impact in achieving the SDGs
All the passages are duly documented, and the process is repeated annually or earlier if something
new and significant arises.

7. Oversight and Ongoing Monitoring
The Responsible Investment Policy consideration and integration is a firm-wide approach, as such, all
of the NAM’s functions seek to ensure the consistency and quality in sustainability factors.
Nonetheless, it will be the responsibility of the Compliance, Risk Management and Portfolio
Management Functions, to oversee and monitor actively its implementation.
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8. Divestments
In case an investee company ceases to be compliant with the fund’s policy, NAM shall engage with it
in order to help it to reverse such deterioration in its environmental and/or social practice. If in due
time the engagement activity is not successful, NAM will gradually sell the stock. The divestment will
be implemented gradually, considering the best interest of the shareholders.

9. Stewardship: Active ownership and engagement
NAM believes that good corporate governance standards contribute to greater trust in capital markets
and that the active role of institutional investors contributes to the quality of dialogue with investee
companies.
NAM gives consideration to the importance of monitoring and engagement with its issuer companies.
Consequently, it promotes a proactive interaction with investee companies, in the belief that issuers
that implement high corporate governance standards can generate improved long-term performance
for investors. NAM wants to help out the companies where it invests in with the goal of improving ESG
practices and/or improving ESG disclosure through dialogue and monitoring.
NAM also recognize the potential benefits deriving from collective engagement with other investors,
adopting this approach when it is believed to be the most effective means of improving
communication with investee companies. NAM is looking forward to joining other members of PRI in
activities of collaborative engagement via the PRI’s Collaboration Platform (a private forum to pool
resources, share information, enhance influence and engage with companies, stakeholders,
policymakers and other actors in the investment value chain).
The key criteria used by NAM to prioritise engagement targets are the materiality of ESG factors on
financial and/or operational performance and the adequacy of public disclosure on ESG
factors/performance by the firms.
Stewardship is coordinated across NAM organization to ensure that stewardship progress and results
feed into investment vice versa. Stewardship results are included into ESG and SDG analysis and affect
the companies scoring. Stewardship results can also make an ineligible company (based on internal or
third parties ESG analysis), investable as it could help to spot a benign trend that cannot be inferred
by the cold data. As a consequence, stewardship significantly contributes to the overall assessments
of the companies NAM is invested in or could invest in the future.

9.1 (Proxy) Voting
Participation at shareholder meetings is assessed on the basis of its relevance for the interests of the
managed portfolios and the possibility of having a meaningful impact on the outcome of the meeting
through the voting rights held. Such behaviour enables the Company to avoid a box-ticking approach,
instead focusing on a selected number of investee companies, which allows for an adequate level of
analysis, minimising over-reliance on proxy advisors.

9.2 Constructive engagement
In consideration of the investment approach of NAM, focusing on value Niches that often involves
investing in small caps that don’t have the resources nor the culture to provide the necessary
disclosure in terms of ESG/SDG, it is important to be open to engage positively with the companies,
ready to create a debate that could, in the due time, deliver results and awareness. NAM must strive
to work with other investors in order to make the process more efficient and effective.
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NAM is committing to keep and foster the necessary internal and external resources working on
ESG/SDGs issues under the supervision of portfolio managers and ultimately of the BoD..

9.3 Reporting
Being a PRI signatory NAM is subject to mandatory annual reporting.

10. Governance
NAM has defined a dedicated governance system for managing responsible investment processes.
Board of Directors – determines the Responsible Investment (RI) policy and its subsequent revisions
as well as its commitment to the six principles of the PRI; approves the exclusion and integration
criteria to be applied to the managed assets, and periodically verifies that the RI Policy has been
correctly implemented based on checks carried out by Risk Management and the Internal Audit.

11. Team
At NAM all the functions consider responsible investing an integral part of their job. Investment, risk,
compliance and audit functions integrate responsible investing in the day-by-day duties. NAM focuses
on fundamental analysis.
We have just one investment team where we integrate every feature of the investee company,
including the risks ESG and the opportunities SDG. The investment team is made of PMs and analysts;
here responsible investing bears the same importance of financial, economic, commercia metrics
while evaluating a company.
The ESG/SDG/Sectors Exclusion quantitative and qualitative limits are internally set and are timely
checked by the Risk management team.
The respect of the responsible Investing policy is monitored by the compliance and periodically tested
by the Internal Audit Committee.
The Internal Audit Committee, which is composed by two independent members of the Board of
Directors, carries out an internal audit on a yearly basis.
NAM assesses the responsible investment capabilities and training needs among its team members
on a yearly basis.

12. Active participation in market bodies
NAM is a signatory of PRI, UN Global Compact and member of FAIRR (farm animal investment risk &
return).
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SUSTAINABILITY-RELATED DISCLOSURES FOR NAM’S MANAGED FUND

PHARUS ELECTRIC MOBILITY NICHES
The Sub-Fund has been categorized as a financial product falling under the scope of article 9 of the
SFDR.
The Sub-Fund objective is to facilitate the transition to electric mobility with significative positive
repercussion in term of environment and human health. As such the Sub-Fund invests in companies
that are instrumental to the incremental adoption of electric mobility in our society. The Investment
Manager will actively monitor the investee companies and issuers, on the basis of publicly available
information or by relying on third party data providers.
At least 80% of the invested portfolio shall contribute to the objective of sustainable investment
(transaction to electric mobility). The compliance with the above-mentioned objective will be
monitored continuously via internal fundamental analysis and proprietary software.
It is NAM’s aim to engage, positively and consistently, with investee companies active in the mobility
space that do not contribute yet to the transaction to the electric mobility.
In consideration of the sustainable investment objective of the fund, the transition to electric mobility,
a benchmark can hardly be indicated. However, it’ clear that the transition to electric mobility in our
society is instrumental to the achievement of the Paris Agreement goal, significantly reducing the GHG
emissions in the atmosphere (transportation using ICE is responsible for over 25% of the CO2 in the
atmosphere - source: IEA, July 2020).
In line with Niche Asset management (NAM) Sustainable Responsible Investments policy, the SubFund do not invest in companies that are involved in the following business area:
• companies involved in the production, sale or storage of uranium weapons;
• companies involved in the production or sale of anti-personnel mines and cluster bombs, prohibited
by the Oslo and Ottawa treaties;
• companies that violate, repeatedly and seriously, one or more of the ten principles of the Global
Compact, without credible corrective action.
In addition, NAM implements specific sectoral exclusion policies for controversial industries, if their
main business activity is significantly involved (above 30% of revenue):
• weapons;
• tobacco;
• thermal coal;
• oil upstream.
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If an issuer business activity in which NAM is invested becomes significantly involved in the above,
NAM will sell it within a reasonable timeframe.
In order to assess good governance practices of the investee companies, including sound management
structures, employee relations, remuneration of staff and tax compliance, NAM uses Refinitiv
Governance Analysis and/or internal analysis.

Consideration of adverse sustainability impacts
NAM continues to review and consider its obligations with respect to whether it considers principal
adverse impacts of investment decisions on sustainability factors with respect to the Sub-Fund as set
out in Art. 7 of the SFDR. In particular, the Investment Manager awaits the further consultation and/or
guidance on the Level 2 regulatory technical standards (the “RTS”), and the finalisation of the RTS,
which are expected to enter into force during 2022. The decisions and disclosures in relation to Art. 7
of the SFDR will be made taking into account the deadlines of the SFDR.
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PHARUS ASIAN NICHES
The Fund has been categorized as a financial product falling under the scope of article 8 of the SFDR.
This financial product promotes environmental or social characteristics but does not have as its
objective a sustainable investment.
The Fund will solely invest in instruments from issuers meeting the Investment Manager’s
Sustainability policy.
The Investment Manager will actively monitor the investee companies and issuers, on the basis of
publicly available information or by relying on third party data providers.
The average ESG equity portfolio rating shall not fall below 60 (based on Thomson Reuters or/and
NAM internal analysis) at any time. As a consequence, the portfolio scoring is methodically reviewed.
At least 60% of the equity invested portfolio must have an ESG rating from Thomson Reuters or from
internal analysis. In case of unrated issuer or missing/unavailable information at issuer level, the
instrument will be classified into the “Not Available” category and excluded from the calculation of
the average ESG rating at portfolio level.
The average ESG corporate bond portfolio rating shall not fall below 60 (based on Thomson Reuters
or/and NAM internal analysis) at any time. As a consequence, the portfolio scoring is methodically
reviewed.
Not Available score will be used for sovereign bonds (T-BILLS, BUND, BTP etc., these instruments will
be excluded from our calculation).
The fund focuses on specific market niches in order to broaden up the investors’ choice and so to
improve its asset allocation opportunity. In doing so, the Sub-Fund can invest in small and micro
capitalization companies, many of them based in Emerging Markets, which could be unable to bear
the investment burden of the sustainability report or to not be accustomed to properly invest in
sustainability. In these cases, the fund manager aims to engage with the investee in order to help it to
better understand the issue and comply with it.
In case an investee company ceases to have the requisites required by our policy, NAM shall engage
with the investee company in order to help it to reverse such deterioration in its environmental and/or
social practice. If the engagement activity is not successful, NAM will gradually sell the investments.

In order to assess good governance practices of the investee companies, including sound management
structures, employee relations, remuneration of staff and tax compliance, NAM uses Refinitiv
Governance Analysis and/or internal analysis.
In line with Niche Asset management (NAM) Sustainable Responsible Investments policy, the SubFund do not invest in companies that are involved in the following business area:
• companies involved in the production, sale or storage of uranium weapons;
• companies involved in the production or sale of anti-personnel mines and cluster bombs, prohibited
by the Oslo and Ottawa treaties;
• companies that violate, repeatedly and seriously, one or more of the ten principles of the Global
Compact, without credible corrective action.
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In addition, NAM implements specific sectoral exclusion policies for controversial industries, if their
main business activity is significantly involved (above 30% of revenue):
• weapons;
• tobacco;
• thermal coal;
• oil upstream.
If an issuer business activity in which NAM is invested becomes significantly involved in the above,
NAM will sell it within a reasonable timeframe.

Consideration of adverse sustainability impacts
NAM continues to review and consider its obligations with respect to whether it considers principal
adverse impacts of investment decisions on sustainability factors with respect to the Sub-Fund as set
out in Art. 7 of the SFDR. In particular, the Investment Manager awaits the further consultation and/or
guidance on the Level 2 regulatory technical standards (the “RTS”), and the finalisation of the RTS,
which are expected to enter into force during 2022. The decisions and disclosures in relation to Art. 7
of the SFDR will be made taking into account the deadlines of the SFDR.
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NEF ETHICAL GLOBAL TRENDS SDG
The Sub-Fund has been categorized as a financial product falling under the scope of article 9 of the
SFDR.
Sustainability risks are integrated into the Sub-Fund’s investment management process and the SubFund applies a sustainable selectivity approach compared to the investment universe by mainly
investing in companies that can, directly or indirectly, help the achievement of the SDGs, as stated by
the UN.
SDG strategies:
The Investment Manager will invest only in issuer that contribute, directly or indirectly, to the
achievement of one or more SDGs. All issuers must have an SDG score assessed by Investment
Manager through its own sustainable analysis each component of the portfolio has to pass the SDGs
test performed by the Investment Manager.
The contribute to the achievement of the SDGs, as defined by the United Nations, is implemented
through an internal review of the company practices and its business, based on a qualitative and
quantitative proprietary analysis.
1)

The objective of the analysis is to define whether or not a company contributes to the SDGs
achievement

2)

Differently from the mainstream approach, NAM doesn’t take solely into consideration the part
of the revenues that could be directly related to SDGs as a company could actually act against
the principles of SDGs despite its revenue being 100% SDGs related. And vice versa.

3)

NAM divides the analysis in two phases.

4)

The first phase is made up of a qualitative part and a quantitative part.

5)

Through the qualitative approach the analyst assesses the impact of the company to the
achievement of SDGs.

6)

The tools used are the internet site of the company, its reporting, third party analysis, newsflow
and all that can help in the analysis of its activity. In particular the internal and external SDGs
initiatives promoted by the company are analysed and so the repercussions that its business
had, has or will likely have. The analyst gives a scoring to the company based on such analysis.

7)

In the quantitative part of the first phase of the analysis, the analyst partially uses the ESG
analysis made by our ESG provider. This will be the part directly related to the SDGs that will
then be carved out. NAM evaluates the company answers based on an internal scoring system.

8)

In the final part of the first phase NAM puts together the score of the qualitative analysis with
the qualitative analysis. NAM adds also the indication of the direction of the process. The analyst
stresses if the company SDGs impact and attitude is growing.

9)

In the second phase the analyst analyses the segment break-down of the company revenues,
defining the % of such a revenue that is directly related to SDGs.
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10)

Finally, the analyst puts together the data in a matrix to assess whether or not the company can
be considered having an impact in achieving the SDGs

11)

All the passages are duly documented and the process is repeated annually or earlier if
something new and significant arises.

NAM shall engage with the investee companies to encourage them to constantly increase the impact
of their activities on the SDGs achievement.

ESG rating:
All issuers must have an ESG rating from Thompson Reuters and the average ESG portfolio rating
should not be below 65. The issuer minimum ESG rating should not be below 41.67 (according to
Thompson Reuters). If an issuer is downgraded to below such a rating, the Investment Manager
should sell it within a reasonable timeframe. However, it may continue to be held, if consent has been
obtained from the Management Company.
Furthermore, in consideration of the fact that the ESG classifications are still in their infancy and very
often they are not consistent among the different providers, the Investment Manager can also invest
in companies that are below such a minimum rating (single C plus TR), provided that the company is
judged pivotal in the achievements of one or more SDGs and that the low ESG rating can be duly
justified.
The Investment Manager will not invest in ESG unrated securities. In case ESG rating is not available
from TR, ESG rating based on the Investment Manager’s own internal rating or other sources can be
used only with the prior explicit authorization of the Management Company and only if properly
disclosed.

Exclusion list
An exclusion list will be made of companies that are to be excluded if their main business activity is
involved in some of the following business areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Weapons (armaments and cluster bombs)
Gambling
Tobacco
Pornographic material
Coal
Integrated Oil and Gas
Oil and Gas Exploration and Production
Oil and Gas Drilling
Oil-related Services and Equipment

The Investment Manager will follow the exclusion list as per the above elements.
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In order to assess good governance practices of the investee companies, including sound management
structures, employee relations, remuneration of staff and tax compliance, NAM uses Refinitiv
Governance Analysis and/or internal analysis.

Consideration of adverse sustainability impacts
NAM continues to review and consider its obligations with respect to whether it considers principal
adverse impacts of investment decisions on sustainability factors with respect to the Sub-Fund as set
out in Art. 7 of the SFDR. In particular, the Investment Manager awaits the further consultation and/or
guidance on the Level 2 regulatory technical standards (the “RTS”), and the finalisation of the RTS,
which are expected to enter into force during 2022. The decisions and disclosures in relation to Art. 7
of the SFDR will be made taking into account the deadlines of the SFDR.
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13. Annex
ANNEX 1 - ESG internal analysis example
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ESG analysis – Definitions and Abstract Sample
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ANNEX 2 - SDG internal analysis example

SDG - Summary
Date: 02/07/21
Analysis by: XXX
Name of the company

XXX

Ticker

XXX

Theme & Trend

XXX

Description

XXX is a Japan-based company mainly engaged in the railway business. The Company operates
in three business segments. The Transportation segment is engaged in the railway business,
travel business, cleaning and maintenance business, station operation business, equipment
maintenance business, as well as railway vehicle manufacturing and maintenance business.
The Distribution and Services segment is engaged in the retail and restaurant business,
wholesale business, lorry transportation business, advertising agency business and other life
service business. The Real Estate and Hotel segment is engaged in the shopping center
operation business, office building lending business, hotel business and other life service
business. The Company is also engaged in the credit card business and information processing
business.

XXX

score
SDG Revenue Share Score

77%

Attitude/Impact Score

Good

Are the Attitude and the Impact growing?

yes

ok

no

ok

ok

ok

no

ok

ok

no

no

0-25% 25%-50% >50%

ok

% SDG Revenues

0-25% 25%-50% >50%

ok

SDG Attitude/Impact
Average
Good
and Average Bad
growing
10

8

7

3

9

7

6

2

8

6

5

1

0-25% 25%-50% >50%

SDG Attitude/Impact
Average
Good
and Average Bad
growing
% SDG Revenues

SDG MATRIX

% SDG Revenues

SDG Attitude/Impact
Average
Good
and Average Bad
growing

AAA

A

BBB

CCC

AA

BBB

BB-

CCC

A

BB-

B

D
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SDG - Impact
Internet Site SDG Section

Link

N/A

Investor Relations

Link

N/A

Description
XXX is a Japan-based company mainly engaged in the railway business. The Company operates in three business segments. The Transportation segment is engaged in the railway business,
travel business, cleaning and maintenance business, station operation business, equipment maintenance business, as well as railway vehicle manufacturing and maintenance business. The
Distribution and Services segment is engaged in the retail and restaurant business, wholesale business, lorry transportation business, advertising agency business and other life service
business. The Real Estate and Hotel segment is engaged in the shopping center operation business, office building lending business, hotel business and other life service business. The
Company is also engaged in the credit card business and information processing business.

SDG Background and Focus

The XXX will implement environmental, social, and governance (ESG) management and solve social issues through our businesses to contribute to the development of local communities and
the achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Specifically, safety is the top priority of XXX's management. This philosophy needs to be shared thoroughly with all of our
employees. Premised on this commitment, while deepening the trust of shareholders in all our businesses and continuing to meet our daily challenges by introducing new value to society,
focusing on the affluence of everyone in their daily lives. Through these efforts, the Group will grow continuously and help realize a sustainable society. With respect to the 17 SDGs, while
creating value under “Move Up” 2027, the XXX will concentrate efforts on the realization of 9. Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure; 11. Sustainable Cities and Communities; 7. Affordable
and Clean Energy; 8. Decent Work and Economic Growth; 5. Gender Equality; 12. Responsible Consumption and Production; and 17. Partnerships for the Goals.

Analyst Comments

The company mainly focus their initiative reporting in their integrated report. However, they do have some documentation surrounding some of their campaigns and innovations on the
company website. This year is the frist year they have provided an integrated report.

Internal Initiatives

SDG 9: The company have a strong sense of R&D in place. They disclose an area on their website of which presents all of the innovation projects underway and completed by the group. This
is categorized into the areas of: Safety & Security, Service and Marketing, Operation and Maintenance, and Energy and the Environment. (Additional examples shown in integrated report)
SDG 4: We are expanding our elective training and online education options to motivate individual employees and elicit their potential capabilities. We undertake a variety of measures.
Specifically, we hold Practical Manager Development Training (around 320 trainees) to cultivate future managers and have an overseas experience program (around 230 participants) to
broaden the worldview of our employees through experience in living and studying overseas. Through such efforts as “My Project,” we are also expanding opportunities for employees to
take the initiative on operational improvements. IRP68
SDG 5: We employ women in every area of the Company and their average length of employment is growing. According to our First General Business Owner Action Plan covering the five
years starting in 2014, we engaged in initiatives to promote the employment of women, support them in childcare and continued employment, and encourage promotions of women to
higher positions. In FY2020, we implemented a revised Second General Business Owner Action Plan, which calls for continuation of our initiatives to promote the employment of women and
lengthen the average years of service for women and strengthens measures to support female employees in childcare and to encourage promotion of female employees to higher positions.
IRP70
SDG 10: XXX, a special XXX subsidiary, was started in April 2009 and charged with the task of overall management of uniforms used in XXX. Since then, we have been striving to expand the
places where the disabled can be active such as the newly started printing business, crop maintenance business, collection and delivery/sorting business for business goods, and inventory
management business of amenity goods of “TRAIN SUITE Shiki-Shima.” IRP71
SDG 3: To improve the health of our employees, we systematically implement initiatives related to the promotion of disease prevention, mental health, and health promotion activities
while improving health literacy*, the foundation for healthy living. IRP73
SDG 7: We have pursued energy-saving initiatives through hard measures such as introducing LED lighting and high-efficiency devices into office buildings and by soft measures such as
implementation of “cool-biz” initiatives and thermal control of air conditioners. Thanks to its superior performance in reducing CO2 emissions, XXX has been certified as an Office Taking
Excellent Specific Global Warming Countermeasures (top-level office building) under the Tokyo Metropolitan Ordinance on Environmental Preservation. This brings XXX total to eight,
including one at the secondary level. IRP79
SDG 12: We are working to enhance recycling rates. For example, XXX Materials Recycling Center (operated by XXX) makes a thorough effort to sort waste from stations and trains, which
contains recyclable materials. Such waste as magazines and newspapers is recycled into coated paper or office paper used internally. Used tickets are all recycled into such items as toilet
paper and cardboard (recycling rate of 100%). IRP84

Recognition Green = Clear
Granularity + an initiative far
exceeding predicted SDG
coverage for individual stock
based on theme
Green = Clear Granularity
Amber = Limited Granularity
Red = Poor Granularity

External Initiatives

United Nations - Sustainable Development Goals

SDG Individual Stock Matrix
SDG 1

SDG 2

SDG 3

SDG 4

SDG 5

SDG 6

SDG 1

SDG 2

SDG 3

SDG 4

SDG 5

SDG 6

SDG 7

SDG 8

SDG 9

SDG 10

SDG 11

SDG 12

SDG 13

SDG 14

SDG 15

SDG 16

SDG 17

SDG 10

SDG 11

SDG 12

SDG 13

SDG 14

SDG 15

SDG 16

SDG 17

Achieved Y/N

SDG Trend Matrix
SDG 7

SDG 8

SDG 9

Industry Trend

SDG 11: Following a February 2014 accident involving a derailed XXX Line train near Kawasaki Station, we installed a wireless system to help prevent collisions. This system supplements the
emergency brake in emergency situations. A dedicated wireless terminal is used to notify trains operating in the vicinity when a state of emergency occurs so that conductors can stop their
trains. This system is being used on all conventional lines. IRP39 (many more examples in report)
SDG 10: We have a campaign in which we personally greet all passengers in need, including passengers with disabilities, to make sure that they can use our stations and other facilities safely
and with a sense of security. We conduct this campaign in collaboration with other transportation service operators and organizations around Japan. We promote this campaign of greeting
others to foster momentum for supporting one another and create a harmonious society IRP51
SDG 5: In addition to adding women-only cars during certain hours in various railway sections in the Tokyo metropolitan area, we have been continuously installing SOS buttons on all railcars
that women can use to alert train crews if they are improperly touched or otherwise molested. Furthermore, in cooperation with police and other railway operators we are actively
conducting a campaign to eliminate on-train molestation and have significantly increased security surveillance on trains and in stations. We are also taking other measures to ensure that
women can travel safely and peacefully. For instance, we are conducting proof-of-concept testing on anti-molestation measures that use a smartphone app IRP52
SDG 3: In response to an increase in chronic diseases of elderly people due to the aging of society, we opened a regional comprehensive care hospital ward in XXX Hospital in 2015 and XXX
Tokyo General Hospital in 2018 and established an orthopaedic trauma unit to perform wide-ranging musculoskeletal diagnosis and a lymph trauma unit as distinctive characteristics of XXX
hospitals. IRP62
SDG 12-13: We utilize posters, point of purchase displays, and videos so that our customers can be more aware of plastic issues and better understand the Group’s efforts. In addition, as
compulsory payment for plastic shopping bags went into effect on July 1, 2020, we distributed a total of 500,000 eco bags at the Group companies’ directly operated stores to promote
awareness of reduction efforts. IRP75
We collaborated with Snow Peak and Japan Environmental Design to create the eco bags, which use materials derived from recycled PET bottles. IRP75
SDG 7: We are putting into service more new-generation energy-efficient railcars, with features such as regenerative brakes, which can convert kinetic energy during deceleration into
electric energy, and Variable Voltage Variable Frequency (VVVF) inverters, which control motors without wasting electricity. By the end of March 2020, XXX had 12,221 energy efficient
railcars in operation. This accounts for 98.4% of our railcar fleet. IRP79
SDG 15: Since 2004, we have promoted the achievement of a sustainable society with our involvement in the Hometown Forestation Program, an initiative to protect biodiversity by planting
native tree species to regenerate forests. So far, we have undertaken this initiative in Fukushima, Niigata, and Miyagi prefectures. Since 2019, we have been moving forward with the Shima
Furusato Forest Project in Nakanojo, Gunma Prefecture. IRP85

Initiative Links
External Sources Data

XXX

Business Repercussion

The main repercussion of this business is its unity in transporting people all over Japan. The company participate in an abundance of innovative initiatives to not only improve their services
for the people, but also the planet. In addition, the organisation goes to great lengths in their work towards the goals, specifically SDG 9 and 11 as extracts can be seen in the initiative
analysis whilst more can be identified in their integrated report.

Sustainability Report (Y/N)
Integrated Report (Y/N)

Y

score
SDG impact: Valuation

Very Good
Company SDG internal initiatives
Company SDG external initiatives
Business Repercussions
Total Impact Score
Total Impact Score rebased to 10

SDG impact: Scoring Rules

Good
x

Neutral

10

x

25

x

55
90
9.0

Biz Repercussions
55

SDG external Initiatives
30

SDG internal Initiatives
15

Good

45

25

10

Neutral

35

20

5

Bad

0

0

0

Very Good

Bad

The company gain some good internal and external initiative
scores. Some are in great detail and determine a recognition
score, however others seem to lack detail and numerical
presentation for the extent of the initiatives. In addition, it is
worth noting the abundance of initiatives that have been put in
place surrounding SDG 9 and 11. When reading this analysis, it
can be recommended to read through the referenced pages of
the integrated report as there are many more initiatives present
here for accounted SDGs that are interesting to acknowledge.
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SDG - Attitude

Field Description

XXX

XXX

UN SDG No. 1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
Does the company distribute any low-priced products or services specifically designed for lower income categories (e.g., bridging the
digital divide, telecommunications, low cost cars and micro-financing services)?

Bad

Range is 0 to1

0

Total community lending, financing and investments which are not considered donations.

N/A

>0 = "OK"

0

FALSE

UN SDG No. 2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
Does the company claim to fight against obesity risk?

Bad

-1

Good

2

Bad

-1

FALSE

UN SDG No. 3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
Does the company have a policy to improve employee health & safety?

Does the company have a policy to improve employee health & safety in its supply chain?

Good

2

Does the company train its executives or key employees on employee health & safety in the supply chain?

Bad

-1

Does the company report on policies or programs on HIV/AIDS for the workplace or beyond?

Bad

Does the company train its executives or key employees on health & safety?

-1

TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE

UN SDG No. 4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
People Development category measures a company's commitment and effectiveness towards providing training and development
(education) for its workforce.

OK

Does the company have a policy to improve the skills training of its employees?

>50 sun

50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2

Good

Does the company have a policy to improve the career development paths of its employees?

2

Good

Training costs per employee in US dollars.

N/A

Percentage of employees with disabilities or special needs.

Good

1

<=4% = "OK" >4% = "Good"

37
TRUE

TRUE

0
2

256%

-1

30

UN SDG No. 5. Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
Diversity category measures a company's commitment and effectiveness towards maintaining gender diverse workforce and board
member cultural diversity.
Inclusion category measures a company's commitment and effectiveness towards effective life-work balance, a family friendly
environment and disability inclusion.

Bad
Good

Does the company have a policy to drive diversity and equal opportunity?

>40 sun
>50 sun

40< >20
<20 cloud
silver line
50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2
2

Good

Has the company set targets or objectives to be achieved on diversity and equal opportunity?

Good

2

Does the company have a policy for the exclusion of child, forced or compulsory labour, or to guarantee the freedom of association
universally applied independent of local laws?

Good

1

Good

1

Bad

-1

54
TRUE

TRUE
TRUE

UN SDG No. 6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
Does the company have a policy to improve its water efficiency?

TRUE
Has the company set targets or objectives to be achieved on water efficiency?

Does the company report on initiatives to reduce, reuse, substitute or phase out toxic chemicals or substances?

Good

Total water withdrawal in cubic meters divided by net sales or revenue in US dollars.

Good

Total weight of water pollutant emissions in tonnes divided by net sales or revenue in US dollars.

OK

Does the company report on initiatives to recycle, reduce, reuse, substitute, treat or phase out total waste?

2
<0.001 sun

<0.002
>0.002
silver line cloud

TRUE

2
0.000758259

1

>0 = "OK"

FALSE

0

2

Good

TRUE
50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2

Total recycled and reused waste produced in tonnes divided by total waste produced in tonnes.

Good

Does the company report on its impact on biodiversity or on activities to reduce its impact on the native ecosystems and species, as well
as the biodiversity of protected and sensitive areas?

Good

2

TRUE

Does the company develop products or technologies that are used for water treatment, purification or that improve water use efficiency?

Bad

-1

FALSE

>50 sun

89%

UN SDG No. 7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
Does the company have a policy to improve its energy efficiency?

2

Good

TRUE
Total energy generated from primary renewable energy sources divided by total energy.

Bad

Does the company develop products or technologies for use in the clean, renewable energy (such as wind, solar, hydro and geo-thermal
and biomass power)?
Does the company report about product features and applications or services that will promote responsible, efficient, cost-effective and
environmentally preferable use?

NA = -1

>=10% =1 >50% = 2 <10% =0

-1

Good

2

TRUE

Good

2

TRUE

Good

1

Bad

0

UN SDG No. 8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all
Does the company have a policy for the exclusion of child, forced or compulsory labour, or to guarantee the freedom of association
universally applied independent of local laws?

TRUE

Does the company have a policy to avoid the use of child labor?

FALSE
Bad

-1

Does the company have a policy to ensure the respect of human rights in general?

Good

2

Percentage of employees with disabilities or special needs.

Good

2

Does the company have a policy to avoid the use of forced labor?

<=2% = "OK" >2% = "Good"

FALSE
TRUE
2.56

UN SDG No. 9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation
Environmental innovation category score reflects a company's capacity to reduce the environmental costs and burdens for its customers,
and thereby creating new market opportunities through new environmental technologies and processes or eco-designed products.

Good

>50 sun

Total community lending, financing and investments which are not considered donations.

N/A

Is the company selling some products or services at a discount to normal retail prices in emerging markets?

Bad

50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2

97.09302326

0

>0 = "OK"

-1

FALSE

UN SDG No. 10. Reduce inequality within and among countries
Diversity category measures a company's commitment and effectiveness towards maintaining gender diverse workforce and board
member cultural diversity.

Bad

>40 sun

Inclusion category measures a company's commitment and effectiveness towards effective life-work balance, a family friendly
environment and disability inclusion.

Good

>50 sun

40< >20
<20 cloud
silver line

-1

50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2

30

54

UN SDG No. 11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
Does the company distribute any low-priced products or services specifically designed for lower income categories (e.g., bridging the
digital divide, telecommunications, low cost cars and micro-financing services)?

0

Bad

FALSE

UN SDG No. 12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
Resource use category score reflects a company's performance and capacity to reduce the use of materials, energy or water, and to find
more eco-efficient solutions by improving supply chain management.

Good

Emission category score measures a company's commitment and effectiveness towards reducing environmental emission in the
production and operational processes.

Good

Does the company claim to use environmental criteria (e.g., life cycle assessment) to source or eliminate materials?

Good

2

Does the company have a policy to improve its water efficiency?

OK

1

Does the company have a policy to improve its energy efficiency?

Good

2

Bad

-1

Does the company have a policy to improve its use of sustainable packaging?
Does the company have a policy to include its supply chain in the company's efforts to lessen its overall environmental impact?
Does the company reports about take-back procedures and recycling programs to reduce the potential risks of products entering the
environment?

>50 sun

50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2

>50 sun

50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2

Good

2

Bad

-1
50< >30
<30 cloud
silver line

2

The waste recycling ratio as reported by the company.

Good

Does the company report on initiatives to recycle, reduce, reuse, substitute, treat or phase out total waste?

Good

2

Does the company publish a separate CSR/H&S/Sustainability report or publish a section in its annual report on
CSR/H&S/Sustainability?

Good

2

>50 sun

92.44186047
93.60465116
TRUE
TRUE
TRUE
FALSE
TRUE
FALSE
88.636
TRUE
TRUE

UN SDG No. 13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts[b]

Is the company aware that climate change can represent commercial risks and/or opportunities?

Good

2

N/A

0

TRUE
UN SDG No. 14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development

UN SDG No. 15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
Does the company report on its impact on biodiversity or on activities to reduce its impact on the native ecosystems and species, as well
as the biodiversity of protected and sensitive areas?
Does the company claim to evaluate projects on the basis of environmental or biodiversity risks as well?

Good

2

Bad

-1

TRUE
FALSE

UN SDG No. 16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
Does the company have a policy for the exclusion of child, forced or compulsory labour, or to guarantee the freedom of association
universally applied independent of local laws?
Does the company have a policy to avoid the use of child labor?

Good

1

Bad

0

Does the company claim to comply with the fundamental human rights convention of the ILO or support the UN declaration of human
rights?

Bad

-1

Does the company describe in the code of conduct that it strives to avoid bribery and corruption at all its operations?

Bad

-1

Bad

0

TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

UN SDG No. 17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the Global Partnership for Sustainable Development
Does the company distribute any low-priced products or services specifically designed for lower income categories (e.g., bridging the
digital divide, telecommunications, low cost cars and micro-financing services)?

SCORING

There are only three SDGs that Eikon does not consider the company to adhere to. However, these are not in the general
focus of the company's SDGs and thus is not too much of a problem as this is offset by other initiatives that are present.

>5

good

>2,5 <5

ok

<2,5

bad

Company score

51

max score

86

Company score/Max score

6

FALSE

Good
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SDG - Impact-Attitude Summary

SDG Impact

9

SDG Attitude

6

average

7

>5

Good

Good

>2,5 and <5

Average

<2,5

Bad

Are the Impact and the Attitude growing?

yes

If yes explain The organisation has a clear growth attitude of which can be justifiably highlighted through the wrapping of
their trains in 2019 to raise awareness for the UN SDGs, not to mention their sustainability reporting dates
back to the year 2000!

SDG - Revenue Segmentation

Transportation
Retail & Services
Real Estate & Hotels
Other

63.1%
8.7%
5.6%
6.2%

Segment
Transportation
Retail & Services
Real Estate & Hotels
Other

TOTAL OF REVENUE DEDICATED TO UN SDG

77.4%

Total

Revenues
2,081,136
573,684
369,318
274,685

% Contribution
63%
17%
11%
8%

3,298,823

100%

Revenue Segmentation

Transportation 100% SDG weight
The Transportation segment includes passenger transportation operations centered on railway
operations, as well as travel agency services, cleaning services, station operations, facilities
maintenance operations, railcar manufacturing operations, and railcar maintenance operations.
Retail & Services 50% SDG weight
The Retail & Services segment consists of the part of JR East’s life-style service business that includes
retail sales and restaurant operations, a wholesale business, a truck transportation business, and
advertising and publicity.
Real Estate & Hotels 50% SDG weight
The Real Estate & Hotels segment consists of the part of JR East’s life-style service business that
includes shopping center operations, leasing of office buildings and other properties, and hotel
operations.
Other 75% SDG weight
“Others” represents categories of business that are not included in reportable segments and includes IT
& Suica business including credit card business, information processing and certain other businesses.
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ANNEX 3 – Data process
Our data process is mainly based on qualitative human processes.

Source: Niche AM

The SDG / ESG analysis are totally integrated in the fundamentals and valuation analysis of the
company.

Source: Niche AM
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DISCLAIMER
This document, any presentation made in conjunction herewith and any accompanying materials are preliminary and
for information only. They are not an offering memorandum, do not contain any representations and do not constitute
or form part of an offer or invitation to subscribe for any of Niche's funds (each, the” Fund”). Further they do not
constitute or form part of any solicitation of any such offer or invitation, nor do they (or any part of them) or the fact
of their distribution, form the basis of, or can they be relied on, in connection with any contract therefor. The
information contained in this report has been compiled exclusively by Niche Asset Management Ltd which is
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (RN783048) and is registered in England & Wales
10805355. The information and views contained in this document are not intended to be complete and may be subject
to change at any time. No representation, warranty or undertaking, stated or implied, is given as to the accuracy of
the information or views in this document and no liability for the accuracy and completeness of information is
accepted by Niche Asset Management Ltd and/or its partners. The investment strategy of the Fund is speculative and
involves a substantial degree of risk of losing some or all of the capital invested. Market, political, counterparty,
liquidity and other risk factors may have a significant impact on the investment objectives of the Fund, while past
performance is not a guide or otherwise indicative of future results. The distribution of this document and the offering
of the Fund's shares in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and therefore persons into whose possession
this document comes should inform themselves about and observe any such restrictions. The Fund is not yet
available for distribution in all countries, it will be only subject to registration with the local supervisory Authority.
Potential investors are invited to contact Niche Asset Management Ltd, in order to check registration countries. Any
failure to comply with these restrictions could result in a violation of the laws of such jurisdiction. Any reproduction of
this information, in whole or in part, without the prior consent of Niche Asset Management Ltd is also prohibited. This
document may only be communicated or passed to persons to whom Niche Asset Management Ltd is permitted to
communicate financial promotions pursuant to an exemption available in Chapter 4,12 of the Financial Conduct
Authority’s Conduct of Business Sourcebook (“COBS”) (“Permitted Recipients”). In addition, no person who is not an
authorised person may communicate this document or otherwise promote the Fund or shares therein to any person
it the United Kingdom unless such person is both (a) a Permitted Recipient and (b) a person to whom an authorised
person is permitted to communicate financial promotions relating to the Fund or otherwise promote the Fund under
the rules in COBS 4,12 applicable to such authorised person. The securities referenced in this document have not been
registered under the Securities Act of 1933 (the “1933 Act”) or any other securities laws of any other US jurisdiction.
Such securities may not be sold or transferred to US persons unless such sale or transfer is registered under the 1933
Act or exemption from such registration. This document is intended for professional investors only. Potential
investors are recommended to read carefully the Prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID)
before subscribing.
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